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Abstract.This paper briefly describes our new techniques both in
high level and low level, which we apply to AUA2D 2010.We put
forward a new approach based on Back Propagation Algorithm
to do research on Multi Agent System. Many improvements and
innovations have been made on AUA2009, both in low level and
high level strategies.
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1 Introduction

The AUA RoboCup Team was established in 2003, starting with only the 2D
soccer simulation team. In the following years, the 3D soccer simulation team,
MSRS team and Rescue simulation team have joined the AUA. We participated
actively in RoboCup China Open since 2003 with not bad results.AUA 2D took
the 7th place in RoboCup China Open 2008.

This year, we have developed a new team structure based on BP algorithm.
This paper briefly describes our new techniques both in high level and low level,
which we apply to AUA2D 2010.

2 Back Propagation Algorithm

People have proposed a variety of learning algorithms since 1940s.Among them,
BP algorithm is the most widely used, which is mainly proposed by Rumelhart.
Even today, BP algorithm is still the most important and effective algorithm in
automation.



BP algorithm is a generalization of the LMS algorithm to learn the weights of
network of hierarchical structure.LMS algorithm is proposed by D.E.Rumelhart
by simplifying the method of steepest descent, which is one of the optimization
methods. This method allows adaptive signal processing techniques to have a
rapid development.

LMS algorithm not only have a small amount of calculation, but also have
lots of other advantages. BP algorithm can apply to the hierarchical neural
network, which is shown as Figure 1,and there is no connection among neurons.

 Fig. 1. The Structure of Hierarchical Neural Network

The step of BP algorithm can be described as follows:
Step1:The input signals act on the output node through lnter-node, produc-

ing output signals through the non-linear transform. The samples of network
training include input vector and expected output.

Step2:If there exist deviation between output of network and expected out-
put, then the deviation will be propagated back to layers.

Step3:Adjust the connection strength between the input nodes and hidden
layer nodes. The intensity between the hidden layer nodes and output nodes
will be adjusted at the same time to make the deviation de-crease along the
gradient direction.

Step4:The minimum deviation that corresponds to the network weights will
be decided after learning and training many times.

In the process of practical application, the well trained network that is able
to process the input information of similar samples, and output in-formation.
Each agent will receive a large number of visual and auditory information from
the Sever, and make corresponding pass decision based on it. This information
includes:

(1)Agent’s own information: agentpositionX, agentpositionY, agentspeed,
agentBodyangle, agentNeckangle.

(2)Ball’s information: ballpositionX, ballpositionY, ballDirection.



3 AUA2D’s new skills

The low level action is the player’s basic perceptions and abilities, such as search
ball, get own position, adjust own status and so on.

3.1 Search Ball

This method let the player try to search the ball when he can not see the ball.
and return a turn command. The player will turn a angle equivalent to the
angle of he’s current visual cone range. So that the player will get a new visual
range in a absolutely different direction, and increase the possibility of seeing
the ball in the next cycle. The player’s visual range(visible range) is shown as
Figure 2.

 

Fig. 2. The Player’s Visual Range

The visual range is composed of visual angle(visible angle) and visual dis-
tance(visible distance).The results of the application of searchBall are not only
increase the possibility of seeing the ball, but also players, including own and
opponent.
Figure 3 shows the diagram of searchBall.

3.2 Dash to Point

This method generate a movement toward a given position. It receives a posi-
tional parameter and returns an action command, so players can be as close to
given points. The step of this method can be described as fol-lows:

Step1:Get the speed of running by the method of getPowerForDash in World-
Model.

Step2:Assign to the SoccerCommand class to generate the action.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of SearchBall

3.3 Intercept

This method allows the player to intercept the ball close to himself. The goal
of this method is to find a combination,so the player can move the range to
kick the ball in two cycles. In order to achieve this goal, call the prediction
method in WorldModel to predict the ball’s position in the next one or two
cycles. Then determine if there exist at least one logic combination of turn
and dash method allow players to move to the goal place. Figure 5 shows the
diagram of interceptClose.
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Fig. 4. The Diagram of Intercept Close



4 Conclusion and Future Works

As is shown above, we quickly addressed some improvements in our new soccer
simulation team,AUA2010.For future work, we will still working on BP algo-
rithm to improve more aspects of our team. We will further optimize this algo-
rithm and our skills both in low level and high level. We are trying to extend
our ideas to solve known issues and apply our ap-proach to more complicated
problems.
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